






























Workforce development contains a number of 

elements, from talent recruitment and hiring to 

onboarding and retaining employees. Of the 

elements that make up workforce development, 

we asked which of the following has been the 

most significant challenge for respondents’ 

organizations over the last one to two years.

Workforce Issues

Finding Quality Candidates

Offering Competitive Wages

Onboarding New Employees

Keeping People

Least Significant Most Significant

There is a meaningful difference in responses to this item related to organizational 

size. Respondents in organizations with 11-50 employees were significantly less likely to 

identify workforce issues as their primary challenge as compared to respondents from 

organizations with 51-200 employees.
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Money

Benefits

Flexibility

New Opportunities

Issue with Manager

Other* 

Least Significant Most Significant

To better understand why manufacturers are 

struggling with turnover, we asked respondents 

to identify the primary reason people have left 

their organization over the last one to two years.

Turnover Struggles

*Common responses listed as “other” were retirement, childcare, transportation, and labor participation reduction.























In order to further explore the strategies used 

by organizations to address the issues 

discussed in the preceding sections, we asked 

respondents to identify their priorities. The 

following chart provides a breakdown of the 

percentage of respondents that listed each item 

as a priority for their organization.

Plans for Growth

Automation / Robotics

Research & Devcelopment

Process Improvement

Adding New Products & 

Services

Workforce Recruitment & 

Development

Workplace Culture

Sustainability Initiatives

Improvements in Digital Tools

Least Significant Most Significant

Organizational Priorities
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For businesses and brands ready to ask the hard questions and discover the right solutions, Mostly 

Serious is the full-service agency partner that delivers quality business-building solutions from 

strategy to execution. Our curious, collaborative team uses creative exploration and unmatched 

technical skill to solve our clients’ problems and deliver measurable results.

About Mostly Serious

Brand Strategy


Through interactive workshops and brilliant 

creative strategy, we deliver brand clarity so 

you can meet your highest aspirations.

SEO & Digital Marketing


Our strategists are experienced in turning 

data into valuable, action-oriented insights 

and building powerhouse paid campaigns.

Annual Marketing Plans


We build modern marketing plans that 

leverage the latest in digital opportunities to 

deliver real-world results.

Custom Websites


We blend thoughtful strategy, award-

winning creative, and full-stack 

development to craft purpose-driven sites.

www.mostlyserious.io


info@mostlyserious.io


